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1.
My invention relates to beds, such as hospital
beds, and it relates more particularly to beds
adapted to be used for patients, invalids, or for
any healthy person who wishes to Spend time

in bed, eating, reading, or working, while resting
the lower portions of the body.

2
facilitate elimination. Such artificial means are

admittedly undesirable, but physicians have been

unable to find a Substitute for the normal means
of COOperation of the Striped muscles with the

unstriped muscles in effecting healthy elimina
tion.
Patients or invalids who are required by their
It is an object of my invention, therefore, to
physical condition to remain in bed for a con
provide means on a bed to enable its occupant
siderable length of time, and healthy individuals
utilize certain striped muscles to assist the
who spend considerable time in bed, suffer from 10 to
unstriped in bowel movement, while permitting
the unnatural condition in which they find then
the remainder of the muscles of the body to
selves. Whereas the human body is normally continue
in a substantially resting condition.
subjected to a continuous Series of muscular ac
Another object of my invention is to provide
tions, reactions, and reflexes resulting from the
a bed having means operable to afford a patient
usual, normal activity of the person going about 15 limited
exercise, the extent of which is always
his daily business, the patient lying in bed is Within the
control of the patient, operatively to
denied the benefits resulting from this muscular
enable the patient to render assistance to the
activity. In the balance of muscular actions OC
digestive and other unstriped muscles by the ex

curring in the human body resulting from the
usual motions of the healthy person, there are 20 ercise of the striped muscles.
A further object of my invention is to provide
the actions, reactions, and reflexes of the striped
a bed having means adapted to make the condi
muscles of the arms, legs, and body movementS,
tion of the occupant more comfortable.
on the one hand, and the unstriped muscular
With the above and other objects in view, my
activity of the internal organs such as those of invention
consists of a bed comprising a head
the digestive system on the other. When there 25 portion, a foot
portion; and spaced parallel rails
is difficulty in performing the usual functions
connecting
said
head and foot portions, a mat
of the unstriped muscles, as is sometimes the
tress Support disposed substantially between said
case, the striped muscles are often called into
rails, and intermediate said head and foot por
play to assist the unstriped. Thus, for instance,
tions, a mattress reclining on said mattress sup
in the ordinary experience of bowel movement,
a grasp handle mounted on one of said
the tensing of the striped muscles of the body 30 port;
rails and adapted to be grasped by a patient re
can, often be of great assistance in elimination.
clining on said mattress.
Such tensing, however, requires a foundation
My invention further consists of a hospital
against which the muscles can strive. This is
bed comprising a head portion, a foot portion,
sometimes supplied by the striped muscles of Spaced
parallel rails connecting said head and
the body striving against the striped muscles of 35 foot portions,
a mattress support comprising lon
another portion of the body, as when the body
gitudinal and transverse rails disposed substan
is in “doubled-up position.' This position is
tially between said first-mentioned rails and in
often achieved when the normal, healthy person
termediate Said head and foot portions, and a
is seated on a bowl during bowel movement.
mattress reclining on said mattress support; said
ihe hospital patient or invalid is denied this, 40 mattress
Support being adjustable and adapted
however, for the patient is required to rest in a

Substantially reclining position during bowel

to be raised or lowered, as desired, at selected

portions thereof and at various angles with re
movement. Moreover, the patient does not have
Spect to the horizontal; means mounted on one
the benefit of the healthy Stimulus to the un
of Said rails adapted to be positioned in prox
striped muscles afforded by the normal action. 45 inity
to a portion of the body of a patient reclin
reaction and reflexes of the Striped muscles, for
ing on Said mattress operably to enable said
the patient is not permitted to use, for other
patient to bring said portion of said body to
than a very limited activity, the striped muscles
bear
against Said means during the process of
while lying in bed. Thus, the patient or invalid
is hampered in the digestion of food while, at 50 elimination.
My invention also consists of a hospital bed
the Sane time, being denied the means for as
including means such as heretofore defined for
sisting in the elimination of undigested food.
assisting the patient in the process of elimina
Experiences are thus common where patients
tion, said means comprising a base upon which
become constipated while lying in bed and re
quire frequent medication or internal baths to 55 Selected muscles of the human arm may act.

My invention further consists of a bed adapted
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Figure 14 represents a perspective view of
to support an occupant, said bed comprising a another modified construction of the embodiment
headportion, a foot portion, spaced parallel of my invention illustrated in Figure 10, and
rails connecting said head and foot portions, a

cmbodying my invention.
It is to be understood that wherever the phrase
“hospital bed' is used, it is to be considered as
applying as well to any bed, whether used or
adapted to be used in a hospital or not, the term

mattress-support comprising transverse rails dis
posed substantially between said first-mentioned
rails and intermediate said head and foot por

tions, and a mattress reclining on said mattress

support; said mattress support being adjustable
and adapted to be raised or lowered, as desired,
at a selected portion thereof and at an angle to
the horizontal; an arm rest; and means associ
ated with said mattress support for removably
securing said arm rest to said bed, operably dis
posing said arm rest in position to Support an
arm of said occupant.
For the purpose of illustrating my invention,

10

“hospital' being illustrative only. However, the
conditions prevailing in hospitals are aptly Suited
for illustrating the needs of a patient or invalid
in a bed such as that embodied in my invention.
Thus, whereas means for exercising a patient or

for aiding in elimination are highly desirable, yet
it is also of prime importance that no impedi
menta be presented between the patient and the
interne, or physician who must frequently
I have shown in the accompanying drawings nurse,
have free access to the body of the patient. It
forms thereof which are at present preferred by is,
therefore, important that whatever aids are
me, since the same have been found in practice 20 afforded
the patient be either of small size, of
to give satisfactory and reliable results, although facile mobility
in removal when desired, or both.
it is to be understood that the various instrument
Moreover, a convalescing patient who, although
talities of which my invention consists can be needing
care, spends virtually all of his time
variously arranged and organized and that my in bed, islittle
subjected to bed sores, constipation and
invention is not limited to the precise arrange 25 other unpleasant
if comforting and relax
ments and organizations of the instrumentalities ing means are notresults
provided for permitting limited
as herein shown and described.
constructive exercise of selected muscles,
With reference now to the drawings in which but
while
resting other selected portions of the body.
like reference characters indicate like parts:
Nevertheless,
it is to be understood that my
Figure 1 represents a perspective view of a hos
is equally adapted for use by healthy
pital bed embodying my invention, and a patient 30 invention
who desire to "sit up' in bed, resting,
resting thereon in the act of elimination in persons
reading,
or eating there in a relaxed position.
accordance with my invention.
with my invention, I provide a
Figure 2 represents a fragmentary perspective bedIn foaccordance
which may be of a standard hospital bed
view of a grasp handle and arm rest unit,
design, or may be of any desired Structure. This
5

mounted on the rail of a bed, embodying my
invention.

Figure 3 represents a Sectional view of a grasp

handle and arm rest unit mounted on a hospital

bed, with the arm rest disposed in an "out-of
the-way' position, embodying my invention.

Figure 4 represents a perspective view of a
modified embodiment of my invention compris

ing a grasp handle and arm rest unit mounted
on a bed.

bed comprises a head portion f, a foot portion
2, spaced parallel rails 3 and 4 connecting
said head and foot portions, and a mattress Sup
port 5 mounted on said rails. If desired, the
mattress Support 5 may be adjustable, such as
that illustrated in Figure 1, so as to enable a
patient to rest in a seated position, a semi-reclin
ing position, or in a reclining position, at the
Will of the physician or otherwise as desired. A
suitable mattress 6 is disposed on said mattress
Support 5. Each rail 3 and 4 comprises an
angle iron having a vertical-walled bar portion

Figure 5 represents a vertical sectional view of
the modified embodiment of my invention illus
trated in Figure 4 and showing the arm rest in
23 and an upper, horizontal-walled bar portion
an "out-of-the-way' position.
24 integrally formed therewith.
Figure 6 represents a fragmentary view of the
mounting unit, or chassis, f is disposed on
rear of a chassis and rail assembly embodying my 50 theA rail
and a similarly constructed mounting
invention, illustrating a means for locking said unit, or 3,chassis,
8 is disposed on the rail 4.
chassis to the rail.
For purposes of description, I shall describe in
Figure 7 represents a perspective view of
detail the chassis with respect to the rail 3;
another embodiment of my invention.
and it is to be understood that the chassis 8
Figure 8 represents a perspective view of an
EF, e Similarly constructed with respect to the
arm-rest assembly of modified construction en
a
4.
bodying my invention.
The chassis consists of a panel 9 juxta
Figure 9 represents a perspective view of a fur
posed to the outside face 20 of the rail 3. A
ther modified construction embodying my inven
slide
bearing 2 is vertically disposed along one
60
tion.
edge of the panel 9, and a roller bearing assen
Figure 10 represents a perspective view of the
bly 22 projects toward the median axis of the
head and upper portion of a bed of another modi
bed, and embraces, and is adapted to roll upon,
fied construction embodying my invention.
the horizontal, bar portion 24 of the rail 3.
Figure 11 represents a side view, partly in sec
The roller bearing assembly 22 may be con
tion, and greatly enlarged, of the modified con
structed
in the following manner: Horizontally
struction illustrated in Figure 10, embodying my
disposed rollers 25 and 26, preferably having an
invention.
outer bearing surface of rubber or other suitable
Figure 12 illustrates a fragmentary, sectional
material, are respectively rotatably mounted on
view of a modified construction of the enbodi
Spindles
2 and 28, disposed along a horizontal
70
ment of my invention illustrated in Figure 10,
plane intercepting said vertical panel 9. The
and embodying my invention.
Figure 13 illustrates a fragmentary view of a

spindles 27 and 28 are mounted on said panel in

a Cantilever manner and project from the inner
further modified construction of the embodiment
face of Said panel toward the median axis of said
of my invention illustrated in Figure 10, and
75 bed. A roller-mounting panel 29 is secured to
embodying my invention.

5
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the inner ends of the spindles 27 and 28, and is
carried hereby, said roller mounting panel 29
being spaced from the panel 9 sufficiently to
embrace the horizontal-walled bar portion 24

Said slide bearing 5f along the side thereof op

posite to the side of the slide bearing 37 along
which the key-way 40 is formed.
A grasp handle 53 is mounted on the upper
edge of the panel 9, and said panel 9 is hol
lowed out as at 54 to enable the fingers of a

of the bed-rail 3 therebetween. Suitable rollers
30 and 3 formed of rubber or other So-called
“silent roller' material are respectively mounted

hand to pass therethrough in order to grasp

on suitable spindles 32 and 33 disposed along a
horizontal plane beneath the plane of the Spindles
27 and 28; said spindles 32 and 33 being mounted
on the outer face of the roller mounting panel
29, and projecting outwardly toward the panel
9. The lower edge of the panel 9 is inwardly

Said handle 53.

0.

turned as at 34 a distance below the lower edge
of the rollers 25 and 26 equal to the height of the
vertical-walled bar 23 plus Sufficient Space to
allow free longitudinal motion therealong.

5

In operation, the rollers 25 and 26 rest upon

the horizontal bar 24, and are retained in longi
tudinal and parallel moving relation to the rail
3 by the panels 9 and 29 depending from Said
rollers 25 and 26 and embracing said rail. The
rollers 30 and 3 outwardly projecting from the
roller-mounting panel 29 along a horizontal plane

20

3)

35

The slide bearing 2 comprises a vertical
stanchion 35 secured to the panel 9 by any suit
able means such as the weld 36. A hollow, slide
bearing 3T is formed through the upper face 38
of the stanchion 35 and projects downwardly

A vertical shaft 4f of an external diameter
diameter of the slide bearing 37 is adapted to be
inserted into said slide bearing, and is limited

hold the Shaft 4 against rotation therein.

In operation, the chassis f. is rolled out along
the rail 3 until it is in suitable position with
respect to the body of the patient 60, whereupon
the latch 55 is inserted in the nearest interstice

unit when in use.

thereof. ,

rollers 25 and 26 as well as interlock with the

If desired, the slide bearing 37 may be formed
the assembly therein illustrated, the upper face
38 of the stanchion 35 serves as a step bearing
for the key 42 projecting from the shaft 4, and
a Suitable stud-bolt 57 is disposed through the
stanchion 58 of said assembly and is adapted to

prevent upward displacement of the mounting

through said stanchion 35 to a step-bearing 39
comprising the lower end of said slide bearing
37. A key-way 40 extends vertically along Said
slide bearing 37 through a substantial portion

formed in an auxiliary bar (not shown) mount
ed on the rail 3 and adapted to sustain the
without a key-way, as illustrated in Figure 1. In

disposed beneath that of the spindles 27 and 28,

angular displacement of said roller bearing as
well as to prevent angular displacement of the
whole mounting unit 7 during the use thereof
by the patient, which use will be more fully de
Scribed hereinafter.
The inwardly turned edge 34 of the panel 9
serves to cooperate with the rollers 30, 3 to

face of the panel 9 and is adapted to interlock
with any of a series of interstices 56 disposed
Within the horizontal bar portion 24 of the rail
f3, at the will of the patient, nurse, or other
attendant. The interstices 56 may consist of
holes drilled or otherwise formed through the
bar 24, undulating crevices (not shown) formed
On the upper face of said bar, or they may be

latch 55.

enable said rollers 30 and 3 f to be carried by
said roller-mounting panel 29 beneath the hori
zontal-Walled bar 24, and yet to prevent vertical

sembly during longitudinal movement thereof, as

45

56, to hold the unit against longitudinal dis

placement along the rail 3. The shaft 4 is
then inserted through the slide bearing 37, there
by bringing the arm rest 46 into operable posi
tion with respect to the body of the patient 60.
The patient can then rest her arm on the rest
46, as desired for her comfort. During bowel
movement, moreover, she is now in proper posi
tion for exerting muscular pressure against the
elbow nest 49 and the hand rest 48, thereby
tensing striped muscles in her body to assist the
unstriped muscles in evacuating the bowels. By

this means, only a selected group of muscles is

tensed, while all the remainder of the muscles
of her body are permitted to remain at rest.
When it is desired to remove the arm rest from

slightly less or substantially equal to the internal

its position in proximity to the patient's body, it

against rotation therein by means of a key 42
projecting outwardly from one side of Said shaft

ing 37, turn it upside down, and pass its shaft

4. The lower end 43 of the shaft 4 is adapted

is merely necessary to lift it out of the slide bear

4 vertically upward through the slide bearing
5 of the lug 50. In doing this, it is necessary
to rotate it one-half turn in order to permit its
key 42 to pass through the key-way 52 of the lug
50. When this is done, the arm rest is then again
rotated one-half turn operably to cause the lug
to slide along the upper face 59 of the lug 50

to rest upon the step bearing 39. The upper end 5 5
44 of the shaft 4 is secured by any suitable
means, such as “freezing,' welding, or integral
formation with a horizontal arm 45 adapted to
project inwardly toward the median axis of the 60 as a step bearing and to dispose the arm 45 and
bed when the shaft 4 is inserted within the slide
arm rest 46 beneath the bed in an “out-of-the
bearing 37. An arm rest 46 is secured to the alm Way'
position, as illustrated in Figure 3.
45, or otherwise projects therefrom, and is formed
When
the patient is in fully reclined position
according to any suitable contour or conforma On the bed
0, she is enabled to grasp the handle
tion. If desired, this arm rest may comprise a 53 to assist her
in turning or moving about in the

portion 4 adapted to sustain the forearm, a
hand receiving portion 48, and an elbow nest 49.
Also, if desired, the arm rest 46 may be Suitably
padded.
A lug 5 is mounted on the outer face of the
panel 9 and has vertically disposed therethrough

a slide bearing 5 opening through both the upper
and lower faces of said lug 50, said slide bearing

5 being of a diameter substantially equal to the
slide bearing 37. A key-way 52 is disposed along

-

A Suitable latch 55 is mounted on the inner

bed, and also to enable her to hold on to some
thing Solid for purposes of mildly exercising the
striped muscles of her arms, chest, abdomen, etc.,
Said exercise being adapted to invigorate the un
Striped muscles of her body so as to strengthen

them for normal action. Moreover, the grasp
handle 53 is likewise adapted to be used by the
patient for exerting muscular tension to assist
her in bowel movement.

When it is desired to withdraw the mounting

2,658,211
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unit from its operative position with respect to
the patient, it is merely necessary to suspend the

arm rest 46 through the lug 50 as hereinbefore

described, release the latch 55 and roll the
mounting unit rearwardly toward the head of the
bed. It is then in a completely "out-of-the-way'
position, and is available for return to operative
position whenever desired; such return being ef
fectuated by merely rolling the mounting unit
forward to its desired location and latching it to
the rail 3, thereby anchoring it in place.
In Figures 4, 5, and 6 is illustrated a modified
embodiment of my invention. In this embodi
ment, I provide a mounting unit, or chassis, 62
comprising a vertically disposed panel 63, a roller
assembly 64, similar to the roller assembly 22,
a stanchion 65, and a grasp handle 66 mounted
on the panel 63 and forwardly projecting there
from. A latch 67 is disposed on the inner face
of the panel 63. This latch is pivoted to said
panel, as at 68 and is shaped in the form of a

10

bell-crank. One arm of the bell-crank latch

projects downwardly as at 69 and is adapted to

interlock with an interstice 70 in the rail 3.
The other arm of the bell-crank latch 67 extends

upwardly and is shaped at its outer end into a
finger-receiving portion 7. A leaf-spring 72 is

8

nion 87 when it is being positioned with respect
to the patient 60.
In Figure 7 is illustrated another modified
embodiment of my invention. In this embodi
ment the chassis 90 comprises a body structure
9, made of sheet material such as sheet metal,
mounted on the rail f3 by means of a roller
bearing assembly 92 similar to the roller bearing
assembly 22. The sheet material body 9 com
prises a base portion 93 and a grasp handle por
tion 94 forwardly projecting therefrom. The
base portion 93 has formed therein a double

15

slotted recess 95 extending vertically through
its top portion 96. This double-slotted recess 95
is formed by folding the sheet material inwardly
and rearwardly against itself, as at 97, and then

bending it inwardly and forwardly as at 98 to
form a forwardly projecting wall 5 in spaced
relation to the rearwardly folded material T
20 and parallel to the plane of the original sheet
material 93. The forwardly projecting wall 5
is then outwardly and rearwardly bent at f of
until it is projecting rearwardly as at 99, when it
is once more folded, this time outwardly and for
25 Wardly upon itself as at 00 until the metal again
projects forwardly in the same plane as the
original metal 93. The folds 97 and 00 are pref

secured at One end 3 thereof to the inner face

of the panel 63, and bears towards its other end
against the forward face 74 of the upper arm
75 of the bell-crank 67 operably to urge the lower
arm 69 of the bell crank into the interstice C,
thereby latching the chassis 62 against longitu
dinal displacement with respect to the rail 3. S 5
The stanchion 65 has formed therein a bear- 3
ing 76 opening through the upper end 77 of said

stanchion. This upper end TT is a step bearing

adapted to support a block T8. A shaft 79 pro
jects downwardly from the block 78 and into the
bearing 76; and is either "frozen' against rota
tion therein, or is otherwise locked in any de
sired manner against Such rotation. A block 80

40

Of conformation similar to the block 8 is mount

ed on one leaf 8 of a hinge 82, and secured
thereto by any suitable means such as screws (not
shown). Another leaf 83 of Said hinge 82 is se
cured to and mounted on, the upper face of the

block 78. A post 84, preferably formed inte
grally with the block 80 projects upwardly there
from, and is pivotally secured at its upper end
to one end of a horizontally disposed arm 85 by
means of a vertically disposed trunnion 87. The
Other end of the arm 85 is secured to an arm
rest 86.

In Operation, the arm 85 and arm rest 86

are swung about the trunnion 87 as a pivot, until

the arm rest 86 is in proper location with re
Spect to the body of the patient to enable said

erably Spaced a distance substantially equal to
One-third the distance between the bends 98 and
fit. If desired, a base lug O2 may be outwardly

Struck out of the bottom portion of the forwardly
projecting wall 5 intermediate the folds 97
and 09, Said lug 02 projecting into the down
Ward path of the recess 95. If desired, a similar
recess 03 may be formed on the chassis 90

intermediate the recess 95 and the grasp handle
4. it he roller bearing assembly 92 is secured

to the body portion 93 through suitable radial
bearings 04.
A Suitable latch fo5 is secured preferably to
the rearward portion of the chassis 90 and is
adapted to interlock with suitable interstices 58
On the bed rail f.
A vertical shaft OS is formed of sheet material
Such as sheet metal and is crimped so as to form
the slide panels ?o and 68 disposed along one
plane and an intermediate rib 09 outwardly

projecting therefrom; the rearward and forward

50

55

edges of the slide panels 08 and 07 being
Spaced Substantially equal to, or slightly less than
the Space intermediate the rearward bend 98 and
forward bend of of the double-slotted recess 5,
the width of the rib 109 being Substantially equal
to or slightly less than the space intermediate the

rearWard fold 97 and forward fold OO of said
recess 95, and the thickness of the slide panels
0 and 108 being substantially equal to or slightly
less than the space between the forwardly pro

jecting wall f 5 and the reverse folds 97 and 00.
The vertical shaft f OG is thus adapted to be slid
60 into the recess 95, and to project downwardly
there-through until the lower edge 0 thereof
abuts or rests upon the lug 102.
The upper portion of the shaft OS is inwardly
post 84, and arm 85 are freely suspended there
as at fff to form a horizontal portion 2.
from; the arm 85 is then rotated about the pivot bent
This horizontal portion f2 is downwardly bent
8 until the arm rest 86 is located beneath the
along both its forward and rearward sides as at
bed.
3 and f4, and then bent generally toward the
When it is desired to again use the arm rest
median
axis of the horizontal portion 2, oper
86, it is merely necessary to swing the arm 85 ably to form
having a solid upper wall
outwardly about the trunnion 87, and to lift the 70 6, Side wallsa sleeve
3
and
14 and a Split bottom
post 84 about the hinge 82 until the leaf 8 sup
T. The outward edges 8 of the split
porting the block 80 rests upon the leaf 83 Wall
bear against the inner faces Of the
mounted on the block 78. If desired, any suit bottom wall
slide panels for and 08 operably to
able means such as the stud-bolt 88 may be uti 75 Vertical
lized adjustably to fixate the arm 85 on the trun render additional support for the horizontal por

patient to recline on said arm rest 86. When it
is desired to dispose of the arm rest 86, it is
merely necessary to lift the arm rest 86 and ro
tate it about the hinge 82 until the block 80,

2,658,211
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tion 2. A slide shaft 9, which may be made internal measurement substantially
similar to the
of sheet material is adapted to be disposed conformation and external measurement
of the
within the sleeve 2. This shaft is of a thickness rib
of the vertical shaft 06. The retaining
and width substantially equal to the internal bar is09then
bent forwardly to form a retaining
thickness and width of the sleeve f2 and is wall 32 along
the same plane as the retaining
adapted to be frictionally or otherwise held wall
it has traversed substantially the
against undesired longitudinal displacement width 30of until
the vertical shaft fo6, whereupon it is
therealong, said friction or other holding means inwardly bent
and reversely folded upon itself as
being insufficient however to retain said shaft at 33. The inner
edge of the reverse fold 33 ex
against such displacement when it is desired O tends inwardly sufficient
the thickness
intentionally to extend said shaft 9 outwardly of the slide panel foil andtototraverse
bear against the ver

from, or inwardly to, said sleeve 2. An arm tical Wall 23 of the bed rail 3. The reverse fold
33 then begins the next adjacent recess 26.
shaft (9 and is of such contour, texture, and posi
In Operation, the vertical shaft 06 may selec
tion as to render it adaptable for supporting the 5 tively
be disposed through any of the recesses 26
arms of a patient sitting up in the bed.
In operation, when it is desired to withdraw the according to the requirements of the position of
arm rest from juxtaposition to the patient, it is the patient in the bed. Suitable recesses 34 may
merely necessary to lift it with its vertical shaft be formed in the vertical shaft 06, adapted to
O6 out of the double slotted recess 95, turn it interlock with any desired retaining means, such
upside down, with the arm rest 20 positioned 20 as the pin 35 flexibly secured to the shaft 106,
when said retaining means or pin 35 has been
beneath the bed, and reinsert the shaft 06 up
passed through the co-aligning recess 36 on the
wardly through the bottom portion of the double retaining
bar 27, operably to retain said shaft
slotted recess 03. A suitable retaining means
such as a locking pin f2 having a thumb release 25 06 against vertical displacement within any of
22 may be used to retain said shaft against the recesses 26. When it is desired to withdraw
undesired downward displacement through the the arm rest 20, from the upper portion of the
recess 03. When the locking pin f2 is used, a bed, it is merely necessary to withdraw the re
suitable recess such as the interstice 23 may be taining pin 35 from the retaining bar 27 and to
formed through the vertical shaft OS, and lift the shaft 106 out of the recess 26. The shaft
adapted to receive the locking pin f2 in interlock 30 may then be turned upside down and re-inserted
ing relation therewith. The outwardly extending through one of the recesses 26, and the retain
rib 09 of the vertical shaft OS prevents this ing pin 35 re-inserted through the recess 36 and
shaft from being inserted through the recess 03 co-aligned recess f34, to interlock the shaft
against
in reverse position, with the arm rest portion 35 cess
26. vertical displacement within the re
extending outwardly instead of beneath the bed.
In Figures 10 and 11 are illustrated a further
If desired, the grasp handle 94 may beformed into
rest 20 is mounted on the inward portion of Said

embodiment of my invention, wherein arm rests
are brought into proximity to the body of the
patient, and are readily removable therefrom at
W.
According to this embodiment of my invention,
horizontally disposed slide shaft 2 extending I provide a frame 40 adapted to be mounted on
into a sleeve 3 mounted on the vertical shaft
the mattress Support, such as the frame 5 of the
06. Adjustment means 24 are provided for 45 bed Spring, and preferably at the head portion
fixatingly adjusting the distance between the arm
thereof. This mattress support Comprises
generally an angle iron having a bar portion 42
rest f 29 and the shaft fo6. In this embodiment disposed
Substantially along the plane of the
of my invention, the friction between the hori
ZOntal shaft 2 and the sleeve f3 may be reduced lower side 43 of the mattress 6, and a bar pOr
to a minimum, and any one of various retaining tion 44 disposed generally perpendicular to the
means such for instance as the thumb Screw 25 50 bar portion 42 and extending downwardly when
may be used to hold said shaft 2 against dis the
head portion 4? is lowered to the horizontal
position.
placement within the sleeve 3.
In Figure 9 is illustrated another modified em
The frame 40 comprises generally, spaced,
bodiment of my invention, wherein the vertical 55 parallel longitudinal arms 45 and 46 adapted
shaft 06 is disposed through double slotted re to rest upon the mattress f6, and extend from the
cesses 26 formed between the bed rail 3 and the
"head' portion thereof to proximity to the
retaining bar 27. The retaining bar 27 is pref
"waist" portion thereof; and spaced, parallel cross
erably formed of a sheet material such as sheet arms f4 and 48 perpendicularly connecting said
metal and is securely mounted on the bed rail 60 arms is and 46 substantially at the “head and
by means of suitable retaining means such as the "Waist' portions thereof respectively. The arms
Screws 28. Intermediate the screws 28, the re
and 48 may be connected to the arms 45 and
taining bar is formed into a series of recesses 26,
46 by welding, soldering, riveting, or otherwise,
preferably each of which is formed in the fol and may be coplanar therewith, or one mounted
lowing manner: The bar is outwardly bent as at 65 above the other, as desired. The upper ends of
29 until it has traversed a distance from the rail
the arms 45 and 46 are bent downwardly as at
3 equal to or slightly greater than the thickness
49 and 50, preferably at right angles to the arms
of the slide panels 07 and 08, whereupon the
f45 and 46, to proximity to the bar f44, where
bar is bent forwardly to form a vertical wall 30
upon it is bent forwardly and reversely bent upon
substantially parallel to the vertical wallportion 70 itself as at 150 so as to form a hooked ends
adapted to bear against the inner face 52 of the
23 of the bed rail. 3. The vertical Wall 30 is then
extended forwardly a distance substantially equal bar 4. A suitable locking member such as the
to the width of the slide panel 08, whereupon it eccentrically pivoted lever 53 is mounted on each
is bent Outwardly, forwardly and then inwardly of the downwardly projecting arms 49 and 50
to form a recessed wall 3 of a conformation and 75 and is adapted to bear against the outer face 54
a circular or semi-circular shape as shown, Oper
able to render it more comfortable for grasping.
In Figure 8 is shown a modified embodiment
of my invention wherein the arm rest 20 is
mounted on the vertical shaft 06 by means of a

of the bar 44 and to force the arm 49 away
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from its hooked end 5 against the spring ten
sion thereof when the handle 55 of the lever 53
is turned downwardly to a locking position.

12

padding is desired, a second pillow 67 may be
disposed over the first pillow 64, in a cross
wise manner, the second pillow 67 resting upon

the rearward portions of the arm rests 57 and
When the handle 55 is pulled upwardly about the
58. When this is done, the pillow 6 protects
eccentric pivot 56 thereof, the hooked end 5 5 the
patient's body from contact with the longi
is released from the bar 44, thereby unlocking
tudinal arms 45 and 46, and gives a complete
the same.
padded back-rest Support in all directions.
Spaced, parallel arm rests fs, and 58 are re
In Figure 12 is illustrated a modified embodi
spectively mounted on the cross arm 48 in gen
ment
invention whereby the frame 40 is
O
eral proximity to the longitudinal arms 45 and Securedof tomythe
bar portion 44 without the ne
46, and are adapted to be disposed one on either
cessity of using a locking lever. By this embodi
side of a patient resting in the bed. Although it
ment, I provide a mounting unit or retaining bar
is possible to dispose the arm rests 57 and 58
68 having a downwardly projecting hook 69
upon the longitudinal arms 45 and 46, a pref
extending upwardly and rearwardly from the
erable embodiment of my invention comprises : upper
portion thereof. This mounting unit f68
the arm rests 57 and fS8 disposed intermediate
is
permanently
secured to the rearward face f 54
the longitudinal arms 45 and 46. By this dis
of the bar portion 44 by any suitable means such
position of the arm rests, it is assured that when
the rivet 70, nut-and-bolt assembly, or other
the patient rests on one of the arms as for in 20 as
suitable
means. The frame 7 of this embodi
stance the arm 57, the point of application of
ment of my invention is substantially identical
force is disposed intermediate the fulcrum 49 with
the frame 4G with the exception that in
and the center of gravity 62 of the frame 40.
stead
of the downwardly projecting arms 49 and
By this means, the stability of the frame is as
5,
this
frame 7 is provided with similar down
sured, and the increase of pressure of the patient's
projecting arms 72, each of which pro
body upon the arm rest only increases the pres 25 Wardly
ject downwardly an extent sufficient to traverse
sure of the frame bearing upon the frame mount
the hook it 9 on the mounting unit 68. The
ing structure, operably to increase the locking ac
orifice fl3 extends through each of the down
tion thereof. Suitable covering material, such as
Wardly projecting arms 72 and is adapted to
the wrappings 59 which may include padding
enable the hook 69 to pass thelethrough. In
(not shown) is disposed about the longitudinal
operation, When it is desired to use the frame
arms, cross arms, and arm restS, as desired.
, it is merely necessary to place the frame
In operation, when it is desired to use the upon
the mattleSS in the general position which
frame, the head portion 4 of the mattress Sup
it
will
have when it is ready for use, with the
port is raised by the means provided in the hos 35 downwardly
arms 72 in operative jux
pital bed until it is inclined at the desired angle. taposition toprojecting
the mounting units 68. The upper
The frame 40 is then slipped over the head por
portions 63 of the longitudinal arms of the
tion of the mattress f 6, with the downwardly pro
i? are then pressed downwardly and rear
jecting arms 49 and 50 of the frame extending frame
Wardly against the spring action of the mattress
over the upper edge 60 of the mattress, and the
f6, until the orifices T3 are presented to the
cross-arm 48 resting upon the upper face fif
hooks 69, whereupon the frame is pulled down
of said mattress 6. The upper portions 63 of
wardly and forwardly until the hooks 69 have
the longitudinal arms 45 and 46, are then
passed through the orifices 73, whereupon the
pressed downwardly and rearwardly against the frame
is released permitting the spring action
mattress so as to project the hooked ends 5
of the mattress to force it upwardly, thereby in
beyond the under edge of the bar 44. The frame
terlocking the downwardly projecting arms 2
40 is then pulled downwardly and forwardly
with the hooks 69.
until the hooked ends f$f pass forwardly of the
In Figure 13 is illustrated another embodiment
lower edge of the bar 44, whereupon the frame
of
my invention whereby other means are pro
is released by the one assembling. The Spring

action of the mattress thereupon automatically
urges the longitudinal arms 45 and f46 upward
ly and forwardly, carrying with them the respec
tive downwardly projecting arms 49 and 50,

vided for securing the frame to the bar 44 with
out the use of a lever. In this embodiment, the
frame 74 is provided having downwardly pro
jecting arms 75 and 76, the lower ends of which

i5. In doing so, the hooked end 5f embraces
the bar 44 in interlocking engagement there
with. The handle 55 of the eccentrically pivot

f78. These ends T7 and 78 are preferably per
pendicular to the downwardly projecting arms

each of which carries with it the hooked end

are turned in a forward direction as at

ed locking bar 53 is then turned downwardly
against the spring tension of the hooked end
f 51, operably to lock the downwardly projecting
arms 49 and 50 against displacement with re
spect to the bar 44 of the bed spring frame 5.

through interstices 79 and 80 adapted to re
ceive and interlock with the respective ends
and 78 of the downwardly projecting arms 7

The arm-rests 57 and 58 are now firmly Se
cured in place.

If desired, a pillow 64 may be mounted on the
frame 40 in the following manner: The pillow

is set up lengthwise between the arm rests Sl
and 58, with one end 65 projecting above the
cross-arm f47. The upper extremity 66 of this
end portion f65 is then tucked securely between

the cross-arm f47 and the mattress f6, thereby
holding the pillow 64 in place operably to Serve
as a body back rest for the patient; and a pad
ding protecting the patient's body from contact
with both cross-arms 147 and 48. If further

7 and

75 and 76. The bar 44 has formed there
60

and 76.
In operation, when it is desired to use the frame

74, it is placed upon the mattress f6 in a posi

tion Substantially similar to that which it will
65

maintain in its Secured condition, with the down
wardly projecting arms 75 and 76 extending
over the upper edge 60 of the mattress f6, with
the ends T7 and 78 in juxtaposition to the en
trance of the interstices 79 and 89. The cross

4 is then grasped at its center and is pulled
70 arm
downwardly and forwardly operably to draw with

it the ends 77 and 78, projecting them into in
terlocking engagement with the interstices 79
and 80. The frame 74 is then securely in
75 place.

13
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In Figure 14 is illustrated a further embodi
ment of my invention, whereby means are pro
vided for lodging the frame firmly on the mat
treSS, without resorting to anchoring the frame
On the bar 44. In this embodiment of my in
vention, I provide a frame 8 of conformation
and structure substantially similar to that of the

frame 74, with the exception of the downwardly
projecting arms. In the frame 8, I provide
instead, arms 82 and 83, which project down
wardly only to proximity to the median height

14

s

0

Of the mattress 6. A cross-bar or anchoring
bar 84 extends between, and is secured to, the
forward faces of the downwardly projecting arms

82 and 83 by any suitable means such as the
In operation, when it is desired to use the frame
f8t, it is merely laid on the upper surface f6
of the mattress 6 and is drawn forwardly until
the anchoring bar 84 bears against the upper 20
edge 60 of the mattress 6. When the patient
rivet 85.

for securing said extension arm fixedly in ad
justed position on said post, an arm rest carried
by said extension arm, and horizontal pivot means
securing the other end of the post to said mount

ing section, for pivotal movement of the post
about an axis parallel to said rail, the Construc
tion and arrangement being Such that the arm
rest may be located in Operative position over
said body supporting portion or swung to inop

erative position under said body supporting por
tion.

2. An arm rest assembly adapted to be used
in conjunction with a bed comprising a body
Supporting portion and a rail disposed generally
along one side of said body-supporting portion;
Said arm rest assembly comprising a mounting
Section, means securing said mounting section to
Said rail, a post Supported by said mounting Sec
tion and having a Substantially vertical axis; and
a substantially horizontally disposed arm rest
rotatably supported by said post and movable
about said axis and Over said body supporting
portion, and said post comprising members
hinged together along an axis transverse to said
first named axis and substantially parallel to said
rail, said arm rest being positioned beneath Said
body supporting portion when one of Said mem

rests his weight on the arm rests 57 and 58, or
either of them, the force of said weight is trans
mitted through the frame to the anchoring bar
84 which bears against the upper edge 60 of
the mattress 6 operably to transmit said force
thereto. In the usual Structure of mattresses of
the type used in hospital beds, the upper edges
bers is rocked downward about Said hinge axis
60 are of firm build and adapted to resist lateral
forces, such as would be transmitted thereto in 30 and said arm rest is turned about said vertical
axis.
this case. As illustrated in Figure 14, the outer
edges 86 of the anchoring bar comprise a lead
SADE BENDERSKY.
ing edge formed at right angles to the forward
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